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Science comes to Malvern,
a talk by David Robertson
on defence research from
DERA to Qinetiq.
Village Hall, 7.30pm.

DAYS OF STEAM
There is something about steam

railways that calls to the average

Brit. Whether it is because the

steam engine was invented here or

because we have never forgiven Dr

Beeching for axing our railways or

for some other esoteric reason, the

fact remains that steam railways act

as a siren call to a good chunk of

our population. It was no surprise,

therefore, that the village society

talk The Days of Steam by Michael

Clemens last November packed out

the village hall. 

Michael's film collection of

working steam trains in the 1950s

and 60s is all down to his father

who wanted to take film of

Worcester FC, of which he was a

director. So he got himself a cine

camera and started practising on

trains locally and while on holiday.

You might say he got side-tracked.

Family holiday destinations came to

be ruled by whether there were any

interesting trains to film. 

The upshot is the largest film

archive of its type in the country.

Clemens Snr became very proficient

and always managed to film the

name of the

station a train

was at (or

going through),

sometimes

returning to film

the name and

splice it in. This

naming of

stations made

the film ‘talk’ he

reckoned.

So what of

the clips

themselves. 

The first selection was of trains of

the Midlands Railway. Black and

white clips of silent steam trains

travelling from left to right, right to

left, top to bottom, bottom to top - or

so it seemed to me, though I am

sure the steam train buffs saw much

more in it. But it was far from boring

for Michael Clemens favoured us

with some fascinating information:

(a) Lickey Bank at Bromsgrove is

the longest steepest railway incline

in the country and the carriages

sometimes needed four engines to

push them up the hill. 

(b) South of Eckington there is an

embankment where the fences

seem to be in the wrong place. This

is because the farmer would only

allow the railway to be built if he

could retain the right to shoot

rabbits on the land.

(c) In the second world war there

was a fuel dump between Upton

and Ripple.

(d) Mrs Swift became the

signalwoman in the signal box at

Tewkesbury during the war and

retained her job afterwards, being

one of the few signalwomen on the

railways.
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Engines front and rear being used to climb Lickey Bank



IDLE WOMEN

In January Vince Williams

made a welcome return visit to

the Society to talk about the

women who volunteered to

work on narrow boats during

the war. Some of the older

boatmen called them ‘idle

women’, comparing the work

they did to the loading and

unloading of heavy cargoes.

Then in 1947 Susan Woolfitt

used the phrase as the title to

a book she wrote about the

life of a trainee working on

canal boats.

Women were trained for 6

weeks and formed into crews

of three to manage pairs of 71

ft long x 7 ft wide narrow boats

- a motor boat towing an

unpowered butty boat. Moving

at 2-3 mph with no brakes,

they took 2 weeks to travel

between London’s Limehouse

Basin and Birmingham.     

Boats would both be loaded

to the gunnels with all kinds of

cargoes - raw materials for the

Midlands, returning with

finished products for the war

effort. It was said that if a

sparrow could stand on the

gunnel and drink the water

outside, it was time to stop

loading. 

Planks ran the length of

each boat to allow the crew to

move from one end to the

other. Sometimes they carried

(e) The present owner of the

defunct Ashton-under-Hill

station now has a swimming

pool on the track between two

platforms.

And all the while the trains

flickered silently across the

screen. Michael answered

intriguing questions, like how

do you re-rail a locomotive

that has come off the rails?

Pack wood behind the wheels

to form a ramp and slowly

reverse the locomotive on to

the rails. Simples!

For the Great Western

Railway we moved into

colour... and on to some of the

great journeys. The Cathedral

Express from Hereford to

London, stopping briefly at

Worcester and Oxford, was

one. For Elgar's centennary in

1957 a GWR engine was

named Sir Edward Elgar - it

fittingly hauled the last

Cathedral Express to

Paddington.

Express trains travelling

long distances could carry all

the coal they needed, but not

all the water. Long troughs of

water were laid alongside

parts of the track and trains

would scoop up the water as

they went by - around 2000

gallons at a time. It was not

the most exact of sciences

and passengers could end up

getting drenched. The troughs

allowed the mail train from

Holyhead to London to be

non-stop.

In 1965 the name plates

were taken off Great Western

trains because they had

become so valuable. They

now fetch a minimum of

£10,000 - more than it

originally cost to build the

engine itself!

And so we came to the end

of our journey. A memorable

talk for both steam railway

buffs and those who were just

interested in local history.

munitions as the Germans

ignored the canal system on

their bombing raids. 

Although 50 women were

trained to work the narrow

boats between 1941 and

1945, only six stayed for the

full period.  It was hard work.

They had to operate lock

gates, free boats that became

stuck, clear debris from the

propellor and steer through

tunnels, a skilled job when two

boats could pass with just 6

inches between them.

COMMUNITY ART

PROJECT

As most members will know,

the Hanleys’ Community Art

Project has successfully

applied to the Arts Council for

an £8000 grant to celebrate

the heritage of the Hanleys

with the erection of a sculpture

in the central area of Hanley

Swan. The Council requires

the project to work through an

established body and the

Society has agreed to act as

the umbrella organisation

under which the project will be

run by a Steering Group

headed by project manager

Russell Farraday. 

Michael Scheuermann has

been selected as the sculptor

and he is working with pupils

from Hanley Castle High

School to prepare designs. 

Pushing a boat into mid-stream


